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Abstract—In this contribution, we propose and study a buffer-
aided opportunistic routing (BOR) scheme, which combines the
benefits of both opportunistic routing and multihop diversity
(MHD) aided transmissions. It was conceived for a buffer-aided
three-node network (B3NN) composed of a source node (SN), a
buffer-aided relay node (RN) and a destination node (DN). In this
network, there are three channels namely the SN-RN, RN-DN and
SN-DN channels. The key motivation is that we are aiming for
activating the specific channels requiring a recuded energy dissi-
pation. In order to study this problem, a three-dimensional (3D)
transmission activation probability space (TAPS) is proposed,
which is divided into four regions representing each of the three
channels plus an outage region. In a specific time slot (TS), the
instantaneous channel fading values may be directly mapped to
a specific point in this 3D channel space. The BOR scheme then
relies on the position of this point to select the most appropriate
channel for its transmission. Both the energy dissipation and
the outage probability (OP) are investigated for transmission
in this network. The results show that when the system is
operated at a normalized throughput of 0.4packet/TS, the
energy dissipation was reduced by 24.8% to 77.6% compared to
three different benchmark schemes. Alternatively, our technique
is capable of reducing the OP by 89.6% when compared to
conventional opportunistic routing. As in all buffer-aided system,
the performance improved with the cost of higher packet delay,
which is also studied.

Index Terms—Cooperative communication, opportunistic rout-
ing, buffer, energy consumption,energy dissipation, channel
space.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mitigating the energy dissipation of a relay-aided wireless
communication system is still an open problem at the time
of writing. Employing a relay between the source node (SN)
and the destination node (DN) is one of the most basic
methods that can be used for mitigating energy dissipation.
In this three-node relaying system, it is traditionally assumed
that a packet is transmitted from the SN to the DN via the
relay node (RN) sequentially. For convenience of description,
we refer to this as "the conventional three-nodes transmis-
sion scheme" in our forthcoming discourse. This transmission
scheme results in a range of advantages over conventional
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single-hop communications. These advantages may include
an extended coverage area, an improved link performance
and high-flexibility network planning, etc. [2–8]. However,
this transmission scheme has a limited diversity order and a
limited throughput. Let us discuss these drawbacks in order to
conceive possible solutions.

The first drawback of conventional transmission is that
the bit error ratio (BER)/outage performance cannot benefit
from the maximum achievable diversity order, because no
link prioritization scheme invoked, given that the channel
activated at a specific time instant is predefined, regardless
of its instantaneous channel quality (CQ). In order to improve
the achievable performance of relaying systems, novel sig-
nalling schemes have been proposed [4, 6, 9], which require
the nodes to have a store-and-wait capability. Additionally,
in our previous contributions [10–12], we proposed a buffer-
aided transmission scheme, namely the multihop diversity
(MHD) transmission philosophically, which relies on tem-
porarily storing the received packets and on activating the
specific channel having the highest instantaneous SNR. Both
our simulation results and theoretical analysis demonstrated
that MHD transmissions are capable of achieving a substantial
selection diversity gain. Recently, a relay-selection scheme
was proposed in [13], while full-duplex relaying was discussed
in [14]. The system model is the same as in [14], which
was also considered in combination with cognitive radio [15],
AF relaying [16] and physical layer security [17]. As a
further advance, adaptive link selection was proposed in [18].
More recently, the performance of a two-hop buffer-aided link
relying on BICM-OFDM aided relaying was analyzed in [19].

The second drawback of conventional relaying is its limited
throughput, since the effective transmission duration of a spe-
cific hop in a two-hop link is halved compared to classic direct
transmission [20]. More specifically, if the direct transmission
has a throughput of 1bit/s/Hz, the single-hop throughput of
the two-hop system should be at least 2bits/s/Hz for achieving
the same throughput, which is a challenge in most practical
cases [20]. However, Opportunistic Routing (OR) [21–24] was
shown to be capable of significantly enhancing the system’s
throughput in relay-aided wireless transmission. For example,
Liu et al. [21] illustrated that OR substantially increases
both the transmission reliability and the throughput by ex-
ploiting the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, where
all transmissions can be overheard by multiple neighbours.
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Biswas and Morris [22] proposed an extremely opportunistic
routing (ExOR) scheme, which relied on the expected end-to-
end transmission delay as the metric used for deciding on the
priority order of selecting a RN from the potential forwarder
set. The proposed routing regime intrinsically amalgamated
the routing protocol and the medium access control (MAC)
protocol for the sake of increasing the attainable throughput
of multi-hop wireless networks. Their solution [22] also ex-
ploited the less reliable long-distance SN-DN links, which
would have been ignored by traditional routing protocols.
Zeng et al. [23] proposed multi-rate OR by incorporating
rate-adaptation into their candidate-selection algorithm, which
was shown to achieve a higher throughput and lower delay
than the corresponding traditional single-rate routing and its
opportunistic single-rate routing counterpart. Moreover, in our
previous paper [24], we proposed an energy-efficient cross-
layer aided opportunistic routing for ad hoc networks, which
formulated both the normalized energy dissipation as well
as the end-to-end throughput and theoretically analyzed their
performances. The simulation results demonstrated that the
proposed OR algorithm has a lower normalized energy dis-
sipation and higher end-to-end throughput than the traditional
multi-hop routing algorithm.

The motivation behind this paper is to combine the advan-
tages of buffer-aided transmission with the added benefits of
opportunistic routing. In the three-node network, we assumed
that the RN is capable of storing a maximum of B packets
and the SN can transmit its packets to the DN either directly
or indirectly via a RN. Without loss of generality, let us
consider the scenario, where the SN-RN distance is smaller
than the RN-DN distance. Even though the SN-RN distance
may be different from the RN-DN distance, the probability of
either of those two hops being selected should be the same,
otherwise the system becomes unstable, which results in a
buffer-overflow at the RN. In order to solve this problem, a
new channel selection scheme relying on both buffer-aided
transmissions and on opportunistic routing is proposed.

The key problem of this topic can be generally described
as the optimization problem formulated as

max metric, e.g. capacity or throughput
or 1/energy dissipation, etc (1)

s.t. input packet=output packet for every RN (2)
Buffer limit (3)
Outage (Received SNR) limit. (4)

Constraint (2) is the "main constraint" in our paper. The
"Buffer limit" of Eq. (3) may be removed when we discuss
the ultimate performance bound associated with an infinite
buffer. Moreover, Eq. (4) may be removed when considering
the achievable capacity. The above formulation is a typical
optimization problem, which may be solved by applying
queuing theory and Lagrange multiplier [25]. However, a
different low complexity method is proposed in this paper.

There are three channels constituted by the SN-RN, SN-DN
and RN-DN links, which form a 3D transmission activation
probability space (TAPS), where the TAPS is divided into four
regions representing the above-mentioned three channels and

the outage region. In a specific time slot, the instantaneous
fading values may be directly mapped to a specific point in
this 3D TAPS. The buffer-aided opportunistic routing (BOR)
scheme uses this point for selecting the most appropriate
channel for its next transmission. After investigating this new
channel selection scheme, the end-to-end energy dissipation,
OP, the position of the RN as well as the packet delay
are studied. We will demonstrate that a significant energy
dissipation-reduction can be achieved in comparison to the
benchmark scheme. Furthermore, a meritorious MAC layer
protocol is proposed for disseminating the global channel
quality knowledge and the buffer-fullness (BF) of the RN.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1. The concept of transmission activation probability space

(TAPS) and its non-linear partitioning in three nodes net-
work is proposed, which extends the concept of classic se-
lection combining (SC).1. The three channels form a three-
dimensional TAPS, which is divided into four regions, each
representing one of the three channels plus an outage region.
The boundary of each region is analyzed.

2. The end-to-end normalized energy dissipation, the sys-
tem’s OP and the distribution of packet delay are studied in
the context of specific buffer sizes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II present our system model. Then Section III to Sec-
tion IV detail the concept of TAPS and its partitioning. Sec-
tion V and Section VI analyzes the distribution of packet delay,
exact OP and exact end-to-end Packet-Energy-Dissipation with
a specific buffer size. In Section VII, we provide our numerical
and simulation results. Finally, our conclusions are offered in
Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

DNSN

RN

Buffer
dSR

dSD

dRD

Fig. 1. System model for a buffer-aided three-node network, where SN sends
messages to DN via RN, directly or indirectly.

Our system model is portrayed in the next three sections
related to buffering, the physical layer and the transmission
scheme.

A. Buffering at the RN

Our three-node network considered in this contribution is
shown in Fig. 1, which consists of a SN, a buffer-aided RN
and a DN. The distances between corresponding pairs of nodes

1Conventionally, the SC activates the channel with the largest SNR. In the
transmission activation probability space, the boundary of different region is
a line or the projections of a line. For example, if there are two channels
forming a plane, the boundary is a line from origin. Especially, if the two
channels are identical, the boundary is a line with slope one (y = x).
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are dSR, dSD and dRD. We assume that the RN is capable
of storing a maximum of B packets and that the classic
Decode-and-Forward protocol [26] is employed for relaying
the signals. Finally, each node is capable of adjusting its
transmit power between zero and the maximum transmit power
Pmax.

B. Physical Layer

In this paper, we assume that the receiver is capable of
perfectly decoding the transmitted packet, when the receive
SNR is higher than a specific threshold γTh , because a
sharp SNR-BER cliff for near-capacity coding (e.g. LDPC,
Turbo). Based on this assumption and on the knowledge of
the instantaneous channel quality, the transmitter adjusts its
transmit power for ensuring that the required SNR of γTh is
achieved at the receiver. Hence, the transmit power required
is inversely proportional to the instantaneous channel quality.

We assume that the signals are transmitted on the basis
of TSs having a duration of T seconds. In addition to the
propagation pathloss, the channels are assumed to experi-
ence independent block-based flat Rayleigh fading, where the
complex-valued fading envelope of a hop remains constant
within a TS, but it is independently faded for different TSs, for
example by using frequency hopping. The pathloss is assumed
to obey the negative exponential law of d−α, where α is
the pathloss exponent having a value between 2 to 6. It is
also assumed that the instantaneous channel quality of TS t
between each node pairs is denoted by γSR, γSD and γRD.
The instantaneous transmit power ESD, ERD or ERD of each
node can then be calculated with the aid of κ = 9.895×10−05

and the noise power for N = 10−14W which corresponds to a
receiver sensitivity of −110dBm. An example of calculating
ESD is given by

ESD =
γTh
γSD

dαSDN

κ
, ESD ≤ Pmax. (5)

An outage will occur, when the receive SNR is lower than γTh
despite using the maximum transmission power Pmax, there-
fore we have Pmax = γTh

γoutSD

dαSDN
κ = γTh

γoutSR

dαSRN
κ = γTh

γoutRD

dαRDN
κ ,

where γoutSD , γoutSR and γoutRD are the outage thresholds of the
corresponding channel.

C. Transmission Scheme

The ’action’ diagram of Fig. 2 relies on two stages. The
first stage is the system analysis, which is carried out before
any real data transmission. Based on all the assumptions
and on the independent parameters, all dependent parameters
to be detailed later, including the key parameters of ĒSR,
ĒRD and Effe may be calculated, leading to our theoretical
performance results. In the second stage, simulations are
carried out with the aid of all the parameters used in the first
stage. The buffer-aided three-node network’s (B3NN) MAC
layer protocol used in the second stage will be detailed in
Appendix A, which activates a single link during any TS.
Again, our flow-chart-like action diagram is shown in Fig. 2. A
packet will be transmitted from the SN to DN either directly or

Dependent Parameters
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Fig. 2. The ’action’ diagram of this paper. During the analysis stage of this
diagram, based on all the assumptions and on the independent parameters, all
dependent parameters, including the key parameters of ĒSR, ĒRD and Effe
may be calculated, leading to our theoretical performance results. During the
second stage, simulations are carried out with the aid of all the parameters
used in the first stage. The buffer-aided three-node network’s (B3NN) MAC
layer protocol used in the second stage activates a single channel during any
TS. Finally, it will be shown that the theoretical and simulation results match
each other well.

indirectly. Note that if no packets are stored in the RN, the RN-
DN channel must not be activated. By contrast, if the buffer
at the RN is full, the SN-RN channel must not be activated.
Our studies are based on the following assumptions:

• The SN always has packets to send, which hence facili-
tates for the B3NN to operate in its steady state.

• Both the SN and DN are capable of storing an infinite
number of packets. By contrast, the RN can only store a
maximum of B packets.

• Based on our assumptions, only a single packet is trans-
mitted, when a channel is activated.

• The channels are assumed to be reciprocal.
• The fading processes of the three channels are indepen-

dent. The fading envelope of a given hop remains constant
within a packet’s duration, but it is independently faded
from one packet to another.

• Each node accurately adjusts its transmission power to
achieve the required received SNR of γTh .

• In each TS, only a single packet is transmitted, when the
corresponding link is activated.

• Our B3NN protocol provides every node with the global
channel quality and Buffer Fullness knowledge of the
RNs within a given TS. All the operations of the B3NN
protocol are assumed to have been carried out without a
delay and without errors.

A MAC protocol conceived for controlling the operations
of our B3NN is proposed in Appendix-A.

III. THE ENERGY DISSIPATION EXPRESSIONS

In this section, we stipulate our idealized simplifying as-
sumptions and propose a novel node-activation scheme.
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A. Idealized Simplifying Assumptions

Our main assumption is that the average number of packets
conveyed from SN to RN should be the same as those
transmitted from RN to DN, which implies that the SN-RN
channel and RN-DN channel should have the same probability
of being activated. This assumption is automatically satisfied,
when we have dSR = dRD and when both the SN-RN and the
RN-DN channel experience the same type of fading, since we
have identical channel conditions in both hops. For the sake
of simplicity, our node-selection scheme is highlighted in the
next subsection by ignoring this assumption.

B. Node-Activation When dSR = dRD

Our goal is to activate that particular transmitter, which
mitigates the expected end-to-end Packet-Energy-Dissipation
(PED) based on the knowledge of the instantaneous SNR.
Since we have only three channels in the system, their PED
is discussed one by one below.

1) When the SN-DN channel is activated, the end-to-end
PED (ESD) is given by (5).

2) When the SN-RN channel is activated, the total PED of
the SN-RN-DN route becomes the sum of the PED in each
hop. However, the PED of the SN-RN hop (ESR) and that
of the RN-DN hop (ERD) take place in two different time
slots (TSs). Although ESR may be known based on the current
channel condition, ERD of the RN-DN hop remains unknown
in the current TS. Therefore, we use the expected PED ĒRD for
estimating ERD. Hence, when the SN-RN channel is activate
in TS t, the expected end-to-end PED becomes:

ESR−RD =
γTh
γSR

dαSRN

κ
+ ĒRD. (6)

3) When the RN-DN channel is activated in TS t, the
expected end-to-end PED is:

ESR−RD = ĒSR +
γTh
γRD

dαRDN

κ
. (7)

Finally, in each TS, the system activates that particular
channel, which mitigates the expected end-to-end PED, as
formulated in:

E = min{ESD, ESR−RD, ESR−RD}. (8)

C. Node-Activation When dSR 6= dRD

The previous subsection discussed both the node-activation
and the PED associated with dSR = dRD, albeit in practice the
RN is rarely expected in the middle. In the realistic scenario
of dSR 6= dRD the node-activation regime has to be modified,
which implies that the PED is increased. Our objective is to
mitigate the expected end-to-end PED. As a first step, we
formulate the concept of transmission activation probability
space (TAPS) in the next section. The performance bounds
are analyzed throughout Sections IV under the assumption of
an infinite buffer size, while in Section V and Section VI the
performance results relying on a finite buffer are provided.
Note that the following method is also applicable to the case
of dSR = dRD.

IV. THE CONCEPT OF TRANSMISSION ACTIVATION
PROBABILITY SPACE AND ITS PARTITIONING

In this section, the concept of TAPS is proposed first. Then,
the careful partitioning of the TAPS is discussed with the
objective of ensuring that on average SN-RN channel and RN-
DN channel have the same probability of transmission.

A. The Concept of Transmission Activation Probability Space

As seen from Fig. 3, the TAPS is divided into 8 subspaces
based on the reception thresholds of the three channels. The
following discussion will consider each of them.

Again, a three-node network is considered, where a packet
can be transmitted from SN to DN both directly or indirectly
via the RN. Based on Fig. 1 and on the operational principles
described in Section II-C, we can now infer that if the RN has
a buffer of size of B packets, the following events may occur.
1 ) Firstly, the buffer of a RN may be empty at some instants.
In this case, this RN cannot be the transmit node, since it has
no data to transmit. 2 ) Secondly, the buffer of a RN may
be full at some instants. Then, this RN cannot be the receive
node, since it cannot accept further packets. In these cases, the
system has to choose a hop for transmission from a reduced
set of hops, which results in an increased energy dissipation
and outage probability. Therefore, our performance bounds are
derived by relaxing the above-mentioned constraints, namely
by assuming that the RN has an unlimited buffer size and that
a node always has packets to transmit, which are discussed in
Sections IV-A - IV-B3. However, even with unlimited buffer
size, the system should be operated in its steady state. The
average number of input and output packets should be the
same at the RN, which implies that that the SN-RN channel
and the RN-DN channel should have the same probability of
being activated, when the system is in its steady state. If we
have dSR = dRD, this constraint is automatically satisfied.
However, we consider a more realistic TAPS partitioning for
dealing with the scenario of dSR 6= dRD.

Assuming that there is a three-dimensional space S, a
specific point associated with the coordinates (γSD γSR γRD)
in S represents the corresponding instantaneous channel con-
ditions of the system, hence S represents the TAPS of the
system. The outage SNR-threshold associated with each coor-
dinate γoutSD , γoutSR and γoutRD dissects each coordinate into two
segments, hence S is decomposed into 23 = 8 subspaces. The
vertex of each subspace, the conditions, the activated channel
candidates and the probability/energy dissipation are listed in
Table I and Table II.

Fig. 3 shows the resultant TAPS. A system outage occurs,
when none of the nodes can transmit, because we have exces-
sively low instantaneous SNRs of γSR < γoutSR , γRD < γoutRD

and γSD < γoutSD . The outage probability is denoted by Pout
(which is represented by the cube defined by the points
ACDOLMKJ in Fig. 3), yielding

Pout = (1− e−γoutSR )(1− e−γoutRD )(1− e−γoutSD ). (9)

Let PSR, PRD and PSD represent the probability that the
corresponding channel is selected. Naturally, we expect PSR+
PRD + PSD + Pout = 1. Let us introduce the notation
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TABLE I
THE POSITIONS OF THE 8 SUBSPACES

Number Subspace Vertex in Fig. 3 Conditions Candidates
1 ACDOLMKJ γSR < γoutSR , γRD < γoutRD , γSD < γoutSD Outage
2 FXNPKMDC γSR ≥ γoutSR , γRD < γoutRD , γSD < γoutSD only γSR
3 TRZQMLJK γSR < γoutSR , γRD ≥ γoutRD , γSD < γoutSD only γRD
4 YBIHJKCA γSR < γoutSR , γRD < γoutRD , γSD ≥ γoutSD only γSD
5 PNMQTK γSR ≥ γoutSR , γRD ≥ γoutRD , γSD < γoutSD γSR, γRD
6 PKIBCF γSR ≥ γoutSR , γRD < γoutRD , γSD ≥ γoutSD γSR, γSD
7 IKTRJH γSR < γoutSR , γRD ≥ γoutRD , γSD ≥ γoutSD γSD , γRD
8 KPIT γSR ≥ γoutSR , γRD ≥ γoutRD , γSD ≥ γoutSD all three channels

TABLE II
THE PROBABILITY AND ENERGY DISSIPATION OF THE 8 SUBSPACES

Number Probability Equations Energy Dissipation Equations
1 Pout, (9) - -
2 PSR{SR} (10) ESR{SR} (13)
3 PRD{RD} (11) ERD{RD} (14)
4 PSD{SD} (12) ESD{SD} (15)

5 e−γ
out
SR e−γ

out
RD (1− e−γoutSD ) ERD{SR RD}

=PSR{SR RD} + PRD{SR RD} (65), (70) ESR{SR RD} Note 1

6 e−γ
out
SR (1− e−γoutRD )e−γ

out
SD ESD{SR SD}

=PSR{SR SD} + PSD{SR SD} (25), (32) ESR{SR SD} Note 1

7 (1− e−γoutSR )e−γ
out
RD e−γ

out
SD ESD{RD SD}

=PRD{RD SD} + PSD{RD SD} (55), (60) ERD{RD SD} Note 1

8 e−γ
out
SR e−γ

out
RD e−γ

out
SD ERD{RD SD SR}

=PRD{RD SD SR} + PSD{RD SD SR} ESD{RD SD SR}
+PSR{RD SD SR} (71), (72), (73) ESR{RD SD SR} Note 1

Note 1: The corresponding energy dissipations may be found by the corresponding probabilities equations in the same line and (26).
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γSD

PRD{RD}

γout
SD
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RD

γSR

Pout

PSD{SD}

PSR{SRSD}
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Fig. 3. The transmission activation probability space (TAPS) is divided
by the outage SNR-thresholds into 8 regions. Pout is the outage probability
of the system, while PSR{SR}, PRD{RD} and PSD{SD} represent the
probability that only the SN-RN, the RN-DN or the SN-DN channel is
available, respectively.

PChA{Ch1,Ch2}, which represents the concurrent probability
of 1) channel A is activated; 2) both the instantaneous fading
values of channel ‘1’ and ‘2’ are higher than the corresponding
outage threshold, in other words these channels are activation
candidates. For example, PSR{SR} implies that the SR link
is activated only when γSR is higher than its corresponding
threshold. Using the same logic, PSR{SR SD} indicates the
SR hop is activated, when both γSR and γSD are higher
than their corresponding thresholds. Finally, PSR{SR SD RD}
means that the SR link is activated, when the channel quality of
each hop is higher than its corresponding threshold. Naturally,
we have PSR = PSR{SR} + PSR{SR RD} + PSR{SR SD} +
PSR{SR RD SD} and the same properties are valid for PRD
and PSD

2. If there is only a single instantaneous channel
fading value above the corresponding outage threshold, the
system will activate that particular channel. For example,
PSR{SR} is the probability represented by the prism defined
by the points KCDMNXFP in Fig. 3. The corresponding
probabilities are

PSR{SR} =P (γSR ≥ γoutSR )P (γRD < γoutRD)P (γSD < γoutSD)

=e−γ
out
SR (1− e−γoutRD )(1− e−γoutSD ), (10)

Similarly, we have

PRD{RD} = (1− e−γoutSR )e−γ
out
RD (1− e−γoutSD ), (11)

2Later, the same properties are valid for ESD , ESR and ERD .
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PSD{SD} = (1− e−γoutSR )(1− e−γoutRD )e−γ
out
SD , (12)

and the energy dissipation in corresponding regions

ESR{SR} = (1− e−γ
out
RD )(1− e−γ

out
SD )

Z ∞
γout
SR

e−γSR
γTh
γSR

dαSRN

κ
dγSR,

(13)

ERD{RD} = (1− e−γ
out
SR )(1− e−γ

out
SD )

Z ∞
γout
RD

e−γRD
γTh
γRD

dαRDN

κ
dγRD,

(14)

ESD{SD} = (1− e−γ
out
RD )(1− e−γ

out
SR )

Z ∞
γout
SD

e−γSD
γTh
γSD

dαSDN

κ
dγSD,

(15)

where Ei(x) =
∫∞
−x

e−t

t dt [27] (8.211.1) may further simplify
this expressions. Having introduced the concept of TAPS
and the calculation of the probabilities of Pout, PSR{SR},
PRD{RD} and PSD{SD}, more complicated scenarios, such
as PSR{SR SD} are discussed in follow.

B. Partitioning the Transmission Activation Probability Space

In this section, we commence by introducing the energy
efficiency factor Effe and then the probabilities PSR{SR SD}
as well as PSD{SR SD} represented by the prism defined by
the points BCFPKI in Fig. 3 are explored. The associated acti-
vation process can be applied under diverse channel selection
scenarios represented by this system model.

XO

Y

FA C

D

B

E’

G

U

U’’
U’

γout
SD

γout
SR γSR

γSD

△S

△S′

C’

Fig. 4. A plane in TAPS which shows that the channel selection is only
between SN-RN hop and SN-DN hop.

1) The Energy Efficiency Factor Effe: The channel se-
lection associated with the region BCFPKI of Fig. 3 is
further restricted by the specific conditions of γSR ≥ γoutSR ,
γRD < γoutRD and γSD ≥ γoutSD . Explicitly, since we have
γRD < γoutRD, let us find the activation boundary between the
region of activating the SR or SD links in the region BCFPKI.

As shown in Fig. 3, let us only discuss the projection to the
surface XOY, which is shown as Fig. 4. The line OCE’ of this
surface in Fig. 4 represents the scenario, where the SR and
SD channels have the same received SNR.

In order to deal with the problem of PSR > PRD, some
of the regions that used to correspond to the activation of
the SR hop have to be reassigned, either to the RD hop
or to the SD hop. However, this adjustment imposes extra
energy dissipation. Hence, the activation regions are carefully
reassigned based on the associated energy efficiency factor
Effe, which is defined as the extra energy dissipation divided
by the reassignment probability. This process is detailed below.

Let us denote the probability of encountering a small region
∆S on the surface OCE of Fig. 4 by p∆S . The coordinates of
∆S are (γ∆SSR , γ∆SSD ). When the region ∆S belongs to the
SR hop and the SR hop is activated, then the expected end-
to-end energy dissipated upon encountering the region ∆S is
calculated from (6), yielding

E∆S∈SR = p∆S(
γThd

α
SRN

γ∆SSRκ
+ ĒRD). (16)

By contrast, when the region ∆S belongs to the SD hop
and the SD hop is activated, the expected end-to-end energy
dissipated upon encountering the region ∆S is calculated
from (5), yielding

E∆S∈SD = p∆S(
γThd

α
SDN

γ∆SSDκ
). (17)

If the region ∆S is reassigned from the SR hop to the SD
hop, the extra energy dissipation becomes

∆E∆S = p∆S

(
γThd

α
SDN

γ∆SSDκ
− γThd

α
SRN

γ∆SSRκ
− ĒRD

)
. (18)

Hence, if we know the probability p∆S of encountering the
region ∆S of Fig. 4, Effe is defined as

Effe =
γThd

α
SDN

γ∆SSDκ
− γThd

α
SRN

γ∆SSRκ
− ĒRD. (19)

The specific value of Effe may then be determined from
the equations, whilst a practical algorithm will be provided
for solving these equations in Section IV-B3. In the remainder
of this section, Effe is considered to be a known parameter.
Note that the Effe may be positive or negative reflecting the
boundary bended direction. As exemplified in Fig. 4 and (19),
the Effe is negative when γ∆SSD → ∞. The boundary OU
bends to Y-axis and it is on the left side of OCE′, which
means that some probability region is adjusted from SD hop
to SR hop.

2) Definition of PSR{SR SD} and PSD{SR SD}: Having
introduced Effe, this subsection explores the boundary of two
activation regions, which was formulated in (19). Explicitly,
the boundary is expressed with the aid of γSR{SR SD} and
γSD{SR SD} instead of γ∆SSR and γ∆SSD in (19). Upon
substituting γSR{SR SD} and γSD{SR SD} for γ∆SSR and
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γ∆SSD , we have

Effe =
γThd

α
SDN

γSD{SR SD}κ
− γThd

α
SRN

γSR{SR SD}κ
− ĒRD (20)

=⇒γSD{SR SD} =
γThd

α
SDκ

Effeκ+ ĒRDκ+ γThd
α
SRN

γSR{SR SD}

. (21)

Here, γSR{SR SD} is the independent variable and
γSD{SR SD} is the dependent variable which form the
boundary “GU” in Fig. 4. A function f{x−>y} is defined that
x is the independent variable and y is the dependent variable.

f{γSR−>γSD}(γSR{SR SD}) =
γThd

α
SDκ

Effeκ+ ĒRDκ+ γThd
α
SRN

γSR{SR SD}

.

(22)

Having (22), where the domain of definition for γSD{SR SD}
is (γoutSD ,∞)3 (CB in Fig. 4), and hence that for γSR{SR SD}
is (γminSR{SR SD}, γ

max
SR{SR SD}) (GF in Fig. 4), yielding

γminSR{SR SD} = max{γoutSR , f
−1
{SR−>SD}(γ

out
SD)} (23)

γmaxSR{SR SD} = f−1
{SR−>SD}(∞). (24)

If f−1
{SR−>SD}(∞) has no positive solution4, we have

γmaxSD{SR SD} = ∞. A specific example of Effe >

0 is shown in Fig. 4, where γoutSR is at point C and
f−1
{SR−>SD}(γ

out
SD) is at point G. Hence γminSR{SR SD} is at

point G, while f−1
{SR−>SD}(∞) has no solution, therefore,

we have γmaxSD{SR SD} = ∞. Finally, the boundary for this
example between activating the two hops is the curve GU.

Assuming that we have F1(γSR{•}) = 1, F2(γSR{•}) =
γThN

κ
dαSR

γSR{•}
and F3(γSR{•}) = log2(1+γSRγhSR), the resul-

tant activation probability PSR{SR SD}, the expected energy
dissipation ESR{SR SD} and the capacity CSR{SR SD} of the
SR link (region FGU in Fig. 4) associated with the domain
BCFPKI of Fig. 3 may be formulated as:

PSR{SR SD}

=(1− e−γoutRD )
∫ γmaxSR{SR SD}

γmin
SR{SR SD}

F1(γSR{SR SD})e−γSR{SR SD}

×
∫ f{SR−>SD}(γSR{SR SD})

γoutSD

e−γSD{SR SD}

× dγSD{SR SD}dγSR{SR SD}, (25)

ESR{SR SD}

=(1− e−γoutRD )
∫ γmaxSR{SR SD}

γmin
SR{SR SD}

F2(γSR{SR SD})e−γSR{SR SD}

×
∫ f{SR−>SD}(γSR{SR SD})

γoutSD

e−γSD{SR SD}

× dγSD{SR SD}dγSR{SR SD}, (26)

3When we have γSD > γoutSD , the SD channel has a certain probability
to be selected and we want to find this probability. On the other hand, if
a channel has an infinite SNR, this channel will be definitely selected. It is
plausible that the domain of definition of this input value is (γoutSD ,∞).

4This principle is suitable for all functions f−1
{•}(∞), regardless of the sign

of Effe.

CSR{SR SD}

=(1− e−γoutRD )
∫ γmaxSR{SR SD}

γmin
SR{SR SD}

F3(γSR{SR SD})e−γSR{SR SD}

×
∫ f{SR−>SD}(γSR{SR SD})

γoutSD

e−γSD{SR SD}

× dγSD{SR SD}dγSR{SR SD}. (27)

In the remainder of this treatise only the activation probability
of the links is formulated explicitly, which may be readily
extended to the energy dissipation and capacity formulas5.

To elaborate a little further, the relationship between
γSR{SR SD} and γSD{SR SD} is also based on (20), which
may be written as

γSR{SR SD} =
γThd

α
SRκ

−Effeκ− ĒRDκ+ γThd
α
SDN

γSD{SR SD}

. (28)

As before, let us define a function f{SD−>SR}(γSD{SR SD})
in order to express (28) as

f{SD−>SR}(γSD{SR SD}) =
γThd

α
SRκ

−Effeκ− ĒRDκ+ γThd
α
SDN

γSD{SR SD}

,

(29)

where γSD{SR SD} is the independent variable
and γSR{SR SD} is the dependent variable. The
domain of definition for γSD{SR SD} is defined as
(γminSD{SR SD}, γ

max
SD{SR SD})

6, yielding

γminSD{SR SD} = max{γoutSD , f
−1
{SD−>SR}(γ

out
SR )} (30)

γmaxSD{SR SD} = f−1
{SD−>SR}(∞)

=⇒∞ =
γThd

α
SRκ

−Effeκ− ĒRDκ+ γThd
α
SDN

γmax
SD{SR SD}

=⇒ γmaxSD{SR SD} =
γThd

α
SDN

Effeκ+ ĒRDκ
, (31)

where γmaxSD{SR SD} is less than infinity. For example, in Fig. 4,
γmaxSD{SR SD} is represented by the U ′ point. The region above
the U ′ point (i.e. that region UU ′′B) belongs to the SD
hop. The activation probability PSD{SR SD} of the SD link

5Note that, some integrals derived in this paper cannot be expressed in
closed-form. However, all formulas can be simplified to a single integral. The
infinite value of the channel SNR may be considered as a large finite value,
such as say 10. Therefore, a finite single integral can be efficiently evaluated
by commercial software, such as MATLAB R©, Maple R© and Mathematica R©.

6The domain of γSD is (γoutSD ,∞) which is CB in Fig. 3. However, it
should be discussed in the context of two cases. When channel SR competes
with channel SD, the range of channel SD is (γmin

SD{SR SD}, γ
max
SD{SR SD}),

which is CU” in Fig. 3. By contrast, the range of channel SD is
(γmax
SD{SR SD},∞) when no channel competes with channel SD, which is

represented by U”B in Fig. 3.
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associated with γSD{SR SD}. PSD{SR SD} is expressed as:

PSD{SR SD}

=(1− e−γoutRD )
∫ γmaxSD{SR SD}

γmin
SD{SR SD}

F1(γSD{SR SD})e−γSD{SR SD}

×
∫ f{SD−>SR}(γSD{SR SD})

γoutSR

e−γSR{SR SD}

× dγSR{SR SD}dγSD{SR SD}

+ (1− e−γoutRD )e−γ
out
SR

∫ ∞
γmax
SD{SR SD}

F1(γSD{SR SD})

× e−γSD{SR SD}dγSD{SR SD}. (32)

By repeating the process described in the previous sub-
section, we may readily derive PSD{SD RD}, PRD{SD RD},
PSR{SR RD}, PRD{SR RD}, and even PSD{SD SR RD},
PSR{SD SR RD} as well as PRD{SD SR RD}. For the details,
please see Appendix-B to D.

3) Finding the optimal Effe: In the previous sections,
we had three unknowns: ĒSR, ĒSR and Effe. Given all
the expected energy dissipations E{•} and all the activation
probabilities P•{•}, the three unknowns can be obtained from
the following three equations:

ĒSR =
ESR
PSR

=
ESR{SR} + ESR{SR SD} + ESR{SR RD} + ESR{SR SD RD}

PSR{SR} + PSR{SR SD} + PSR{SR RD} + PSR{SR SD RD}
(33)

ĒRD =
ERD
PRD

=
ERD{RD} + ERD{SR SD} + ERD{RD SD} + ERD{SR SD RD}

PRD{RD} + PRD{SR SD} + PRD{RD SD} + PRD{SR SD RD}
(34)

PSR = PRD. (35)

However, it is not practical to directly solve these integral
equations. Hence, we conceive a simple algorithm for finding
the solution.

The basic principle is that of employing an exhaustive
search for finding the optimal Effe. All energy dissipations
and activation probabilities as well as (33) and (34) can be
evaluated for a specific Effe. Therefore, we search for specific
Effe values starting from zero and terminating when (35) is
satisfied.

Finally, the theoretical end-to-end energy dissipation is
given by the ratio of the total energy dissipation to the
throughput, yielding

ĒSD =
ESD + ESR + ERD

PSD + PSR
. (36)

C. Discussion of the General Applicability of the TAPS Con-
cept

Recall from Eq. (1) to Eq. (4) that our problem is actually
a Functional Integration problem. Generally speaking, the

Algorithm 1: The algorithm of finding Effe.

Effe = 0;1

Calculate all activation probabilities and energy2

dissipations;
Update ĒSR and ĒRD based on (33) and (34);3

while PSR 6= PRD do4

Increase Eeffe;5

Calculate all selection probabilities and energy6

dissipations;
Update ĒSR and ĒRD based on (33) and (34);7

end8

Functional Integration (e.g. Eq.(2)) may be translated to:∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
G1(γ1)

· · ·
∫ ∞
Gk(γ1,··· ,γk)

Metric1 p(γ1, · · · , γk+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inner

× dγk+1dγk · · · dγ1

=
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞
H1(γ1)

· · ·
∫ ∞
Hk(β1,··· ,βk)

Metric2 p(β1, · · · , βk+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inner

× dβk+1dβk · · · dβ1. (37)

Let us interpret the physical meaning of (37) one by one,
where γ1, · · · , γk+1 and β1, · · · , βk+1 are the instantaneous
fading values of the channels in the system. The two groups
of random variables may have an overlap. Furthermore,
p(γ1, · · · , γk+1) and p(β1, · · · , βk+1) represent the joint prob-
ability of the random variables. Next to p(.), the terminology
"Metric" represents the metric to be evaluated by the activated
channels. For example, log 2(1 + C1γi) is the capacity of
the ith channel, where C1 is the average received SNR of
the ith channel, which is a constant value. Another metric is
exemplified by C2

γi
, which is the energy dissipation, and this is

inversely proportional to the instantaneous fading value. What
we want to find now are the functions G1, G2, · · · , Gk and
H1, H2, · · · , Hk. Generally, there is no other solution for (37)
than the brute-force exhaustive search as discussed in the last
paragraph of Section IV-B in [25]: “a two dimensional search
over all λ > 0 and ρ > 0 has to be conducted or built-in
root-finding functions...”.

However, our specific problem exhibits particular properties:
the metric (e.g. capacity) is a monotonic function of the acti-
vated channel quality. This is the key, which allows us to use
the greedy algorithm. Hence, we generalized the partitioning
algorithm operating on the TAPS. Note that Step 2 below
represents the key step, which only considers the adjustment
of the ‘Inner’ part explicitly marked in (37) and finally we
can find G1, · · · , Gk and H1, · · · , Hk automatically, when the
algorithm is terminated. This is a greedy algorithm, where it
was sufficient to consider only the ‘Inner’ part of (37), which
reduced the complexity imposed. By contrast, the exhaustive
searching method considered the entire integral in (37).

Step 1: Find the solution of (1) without imposing the
constraint (2). Algebraically, the channel having the maximum
fading envelope value of max{γ1, γ2, · · · , γL} is activated.
Geometrically, the boundary of each region in TAPS is linear.
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On the boundary, activating any of the associated channels
has the same result, which is formulated as Metric(γi) =
Metric(γj).

Step 2: Relocate a small probability-cube (tile) on the
boundary from one region to another adjacent region in order
to approach the constraint (2). Geometrically, the bound-
ary of each region is no longer a linear. Algebraically, the
boundary (activation criterion) changes to Metric(γi) =
Metric(γj)+Effe, where Effe is a compensation parameter,
positive or negative. The original complex problem becomes
that of searching for the only adjustable parameter namely
for Effe, which can be achieved at a modest complexity.
The corresponding complexity increases quadratically with
the number of channels, since the number of channel pair
increases quadratically.

Step 3: The adjustment process commences from Effe = 0
and terminates when the constraint (2) is satisfied. 7

V. THE PMF OF DELAY

The previous sections discussed our buffer-aided channel
selection scheme, which reduces the end-to-end energy dissi-
pation. However, the cost of saving energy is that of having
a higher end-to-end packet delay. In order to analyze the
behaviour of the system, we have to study both the average
packet delay and the distribution of packet delay. In this
section, we first restate the concept of State defined in our
previous papers [10, 11, 29]. Then, a specific Markov State
Transition Matrix (MSTM) is designed. Finally, an algorithm
is provided for finding the Probability Mass Function (PMF)
of the packet delay.

A. The Concept of State

The concept of State in buffer-aided systems was proposed
in [10, 11]. Upon assuming that the buffer size of the RN
is B packets, the state is defined as Sb = b, when b packets
are stored in the RN. Therefore, the total number of states is
(B+1). Given (B+1) states, a state transition matrix denoted
by TTT can be populated by the state transition probabilities
{TTT i,j = P (s(t+ 1) = Sj |s(t) = Si), i, j = 0, 1, . . . , B}. Let
us now find the elements of the MSTM TTT .

B. The State Transition Matrix TTT

Based on our discussions in Sections IV-B, the activation
probability of each hop is known, when all three channels are
available. However, the activation criterion is unknown, when
the buffer is either empty or full at the RN. Since this activation
criterion does not affect the energy dissipation and outage
prediction bound, the system will activate the specific channel
having the highest instantaneous SNR amongst the available
channels. For example, a state transition matrix associated with
B = 4 is given below,

TTT =

[1 − P0,1 P0,1 0 0 0
PRD PSD + Pout PSR 0 0

0 PRD PSD + Pout PSR 0
0 0 PRD PSD + Pout PSR
0 0 0 PB,B−1 1 − PB,B−1

]
.

(38)

7The software that can be used for evaluating the results of this paper was
uploaded for public use at [28], which may benefit the readers.

The probability P0,1 is represented by the region XDCF+FGU
in Fig. 4, yielding

P0,1 = (1− e−γoutSD )e−γ
out
SR + PSR{SR SD}/(1− e−γ

out
RD ),

(39)

where PSR{SR SD} is from (25), while PB,B−1 is given by

PB,B−1 = (1− e−γoutSD )e−γ
out
RD + PRD{RD SD}/(1− e−γ

out
SR ),
(40)

where PRD{RD SD} is from (55). If the SD hop is activated or
a system outage occurs, the system’s state remains unchanged.
Therefore the values on the diagonal of TTT are (1 − P0,1),
(PSD + Pout) and (1− PB,B−1).

Having obtained the MSTM TTT , the steady-state transition
probabilities may be computed as follows [6]:

πππ(B) = TTTTπππ(B), (41)

where we have πππ(B) = [π0, π1, . . . , πB ]T and πi is the
steady-state probability of the state Si [6]. The steady-state
probability of a state is the expected probability of this specific
state of the system, where (41) shows that πππ(B) is the right
eigenvector of the matrix TTTT corresponding to an eigenvalue
of one. Therefore, πππ(B) can be derived with the aid of classic
methods conceived for solving the corresponding eigenvalue
problem [30].

C. An Algorithm for Determining the PMF of Packet Delay

Having determined πππ(B) and TTT , let us now find the PMF
of the delay. Let Pd(t) represent the probability of a specific
end-to-end packet delay of t TSs. The probability Pd(1) of
direct transmission from the SN to DN can be described
mathematically, as discussed below.

If a packet is transmitted directly from the SN to DN, the
delay of this packet is 1 TS. Then Pd(1) is the ratio of the
probability P suc1TS of the packet being successfully transmitted
in 1 TS and of the probability of the packet being entered into
the buffer-aided queuing system, yielding

P suc1TS =π0

[
1− P0,1 − (1− e−γoutSR )(1− e−γoutSD )

]
+
B−1∑
i=1

πiPSD

+ πB

[
1− PB,B−1 − (1− e−γoutRD )(1− e−γoutSD )

]
,

(42)

where (1− e−γoutSR )(1− e−γoutSD ) and (1− e−γoutRD )(1− e−γoutSD )
in the first and last terms represent the outage probability.
Therefore, we have:

Pd(1) =
P suc1TS

P suc1TS + π0P0,1 +
∑B−1
i=1 πiPSR

, (43)

where π0P0,1 +
∑B−1
i=1 πiPsr is the probability of the packet

entering the RN’s buffer-aided queue.
Having determined Pd(1), let us now find Pd(i), i > 1 by

applying an algorithm similar to that proposed in [31]. We
assumed that a so-called test packet is available at the SN when
t = 0. Then we can find the probability Pd(i), i = 2, 3, · · · ,∞
upon detecting that the test packet arrived at the DN, when
we have t = i TS. For the details, please refer to [31].
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With the aid of the PMF of the delay Pd(t), which is the
probability of the packet delay being t TSs, the average packet
delay τ̄ may be then expressed as

τ̄ =
∞∑
t=1

Pd(t) · t. (44)

An alternative method is based on Little’s Law as in [25].
The average delay is

τ̄ = 1 +
∑B
i=1 πii

P suc1TS + π0P0,1 +
∑B−1
i=1 πiPSR

, (45)

where
∑B
i=1 πii represents the total number of packets stored

in the buffer, while P suc1TS + π0P0,1 +
∑B−1
i=1 πiPSR is the

denominator of Eq.(57).

VI. EXACT OP AND END-TO-END PED

The concept of state was defined in Section V-A, while the
probability of maintaining steady-state operation was obtained
in Eq. (41). The exact OP and end-to-end PED may be
expressed based on our results provided in Section V.

A. Exact OP

The exact OP is given by the sum of three scenarios of the
system state. 1) When the buffer is empty, only the SN-DN
and SN-RN channels should be considered. The probability
of this case is π0 and the corresponding outage probability
is π0(1 − e−γ

out
SD )(1 − e−γ

out
SR ). 2) When the buffer is full,

only the SN-DN and RN-DN channels should be considered.
The probability of this scenario is πB and the corresponding
outage probability is πB(1− e−γoutSD )(1− e−γoutRD ). 3) Finally,
when the buffer is neither empty nor full, all channels should
be considered. The probability of this case is

∑B−1
i=1 πi and

the corresponding outage probability is
∑B−1
i=1 πiPout, where

Pout is from (9). Upon summing these three contributions, the
exact OP of a specific buffer size B [Pout(B)] becomes

Pout(B) =π0(1− e−γoutSD )(1− e−γoutSR )

+ πB(1− e−γoutSD )(1− e−γoutRD ) +
B−1∑
i=1

πiPout.

(46)

B. Exact end-to-end PED

Finding the exact end-to-end PED may be a little complex,
because the availability of a channel is affected both by the
channel SNR as well as by the buffer-fullness. In line with
Section VI-A, the exact end-to-end PED is based on the sum
of the PED in three specific scenarios of the system state.

1) Firstly, when the buffer is neither empty nor full,
all channels should be considered. The probability of this
case is

∑B−1
i=1 πi and the corresponding energy dissipation is∑B−1

i=1 πi(ESR + ERD + ESD).
2) When the buffer is empty, only the SN-DN and SN-

RN channels should be considered. The probability of this
case is π0. 2-1) If the SR link is activated in the case of
γSR ≥ γoutSR and γSD < γoutSD , the corresponding energy

dissipation is ESR{SR}/(1− e−γ
out
SD )/(1− e−γoutRD ), where the

term (1−e−γoutSD )(1−e−γoutRD ) was already taken into account in
the calculation of ESR{SR}, hence it should be removed. 2-2)
By contrast, if the SR link is activated in the case of γSR ≥
γoutSR and γSD ≥ γoutSD , the corresponding energy dissipation
becomes ESR{SR SD}/(1−e−γ

out
RD ) and the associated energy

dissipation is π0(ESR{SR}/(1 − e−γ
out
SD ) + ESR{SR SD} +

ESD{SD}/(1 − e−γ
out
SR ) + ESD{SR SD})/(1 − e−γ

out
RD ). 2-3)

Similar to case 2-1), if the SD link is activated in the case
of γSD ≥ γoutSD and γSR < γoutSR , the corresponding energy
dissipation becomes ESD{SD}/(1− e−γ

out
SR )/(1− e−γoutRD ). 2-

4) Finally, if the SD link is activated in the case of γSD ≥ γoutSD

and γSR ≥ γoutSR , the corresponding energy dissipation is
ESD{SR SD}/(1− e−γ

out
RD ). The sum of the above four cases

multiplied by the probability π0 of having an empty buffer is
the energy dissipation, yielding

π0(ESR{SR}/(1− e−γ
out
SD ) + ESR{SR SD}

+ ESD{SD}/(1− e−γ
out
SR ) + ESD{SR SD})/(1− e−γ

out
RD ).

(47)

3) When the buffer is full, only the SN-DN and RN-DN
channels should be considered. The probability of this scenario
is πB . Based on the same process, the energy dissipation
associated with a full buffer may be found. This simply
requires substituting RD for SR and the subscript B for 0
in (47).

Therefore, the total energy dissipation E(B) (in a unit time)
associated with a specific buffer size B is

E(B)

=π0

(
ESR{SR}/(1− e−γ

out
SD ) + ESR{SR SD}

+ ESD{SD}/(1− e−γ
out
SR ) + ESD{SR SD})/(1− e−γ

out
RD

)
+ πB

(
ERD{RD}/(1− e−γ

out
SD ) + ERD{RD SD}

+ ESD{SD}/(1− e−γ
out
RD ) + ESD{RD SD})/(1− e−γ

out
SR

)
+
B−1∑
i=1

πi(ESR + ERD + ESD). (48)

The end-to-end throughput may be found based on (48) by
changing all variables E to P and halving all items related to
the SR and RN hops. The end-to-end throughput Φ(B) with
a specific buffer size B is

Φ(B)

=π0

(
1
2
PSR{SR}/(1− e−γ

out
SD ) +

1
2
PSR{SR SD}

+ PSD{SD}/(1− e−γ
out
SR ) + PSD{SR SD})/(1− e−γ

out
RD

)
+ πB

(
1
2
PRD{RD}/(1− e−γ

out
SD ) +

1
2
PRD{RD SD}

+ PSD{SD}/(1− e−γ
out
RD ) + PSD{RD SD})/(1− e−γ

out
SR

)
+
B−1∑
i=1

πi(
1
2
PSR +

1
2
PRD + PSD). (49)
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Finally, the end-to-end PED Ē(B) for a specific buffer size B
is the ratio of the total energy dissipation to the end-to-end
throughput, which is

Ē(B) =
E(B)
Φ(B)

. (50)

VII. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this section, we provide a range of numerical and/or
simulation results for characterizing the energy dissipation,
the OP and the delay of the B3NN considered, in order to
illustrate the effects of both the position of the RN and of
the buffer size B of the RN. In all experiments, the SN is at
the position (0, 0), while DN is at the position (1000m, 0).
Again, the parameters of N and κ are N = 10−14 and
κ = 9.895× 10−05. The pathloss factor α and the maximum
transmit power are α = 2 and Pmax = 0.0003 Watt in Fig. 5 -
Fig. 9. For convenience, "normalized energy dissipation" refers
to the "average normalized end-to-end energy dissipation per
packet", which is the optimization objective of this paper.

The first set of results characterizes the impact of the RN’s
buffer size on the end-to-end normalized energy dissipation
and the OP. The results of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are plotted against
the buffer size. In both figures, the RN is at the position
P1 : (400, 400) or P2 : (500, 0), while the buffer size ranges
from B = 1 to B = 256 packets. In Sections III - IV-B3, we
discussed the proposed nonlinear channel space partitioning
method, its parameters and the associated theoretical bound
(dashed line). Given the principle encapsulated in (8), the anal-
ysis of our nonlinear channel space partitioning method can
be carried out. The simulation results and the corresponding
theoretical results are represented by the solid line marked by
a triangle or a cross. The theoretical results associated with a
specific buffer size can be obtained by applying the principles
detailed in [10] with ΠΠΠ(B) from (41). Observe in both Fig. 5
and Fig. 6 that the simulation based performance approaches
the theoretical energy dissipation bound, as the buffer size
increases and that a significant improvement (89.6% for P1)
can be achieved over conventional OR [22] (dashed dotted
line).
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Fig. 5. Average normalized end-to-end energy dissipation per packet as
defined in Section III-B when the RN is at the position of (400, 400) and the
pathloss factor is α = 2. The theoretical curve was evaluated from (36).

Fig. 7 portrays the normalized energy dissipation versus the
position of the RN. This figure applied the same parameters
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Fig. 6. The simulated and theoretical outage probability evaluated from (9)
when the RN is at the position of (400, 400).

and methodology as those used for Fig. 5, except for the
position of the RN. The results are based on our theoretical
analysis associated with assuming an infinite buffer size.The
positions of both the SN and DN are marked in this figure,
while the RN may be located at any position. The normalized
energy dissipation can be theoretically calculated from (36),
when the RN is in a specific position. Observe in Fig. 7 that
the normalized energy dissipation is characterized by a surface
as a function of the RN position. Additionally, it is reasonable
to expect that the normalized energy dissipation is the lowest,
when the RN is in the half-way position between the SN and
DN (bottom of the surface), while it is higher, when the RN
is far away from both the SN and DN, as indicated by the
corners of the surface.
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Fig. 7. Average normalized end-to-end energy dissipation vs the RN position.
The results are theoretical analysis with assuming of infinity buffer size.
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Fig. 8. The end-to-end (system) energy dissipation per TS for various
transmission schemes operated at a given target end-to-end throughput where
the RN is at the position of (400, 400).

Fig. 8 compares the normalized energy dissipation for
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various transmission schemes. The RN is at the normalized
position of (400, 400) and the pathloss factor is α = 2. All
results in this figure are theoretical analysis results. The label
"Direct" implies that the packet is transmitted directly from the
SN to DN without relaying, while the label "Two-hop" means
that the packet is transmitted from the SN to DN via the RN
sequentially in two hops without buffering. The "Buffer-aided
two-hop" scenario implies that the RN has a buffer, therefore
the system relies on channel-quality aided activation, however
the SN is unable to directly transmit a packet to the DN. This
scheme is identical to that proposed in [10–12]. The power al-
location method mentioned in [32] is applied both in the "Two-
hop" scenario and in the "Buffer-aided two-hop" transmission
scheme, which makes the average receive SNR for each hop
the same. The label "Conv. OR" represents the conventional
opportunistic routing method [22, 24], where each packet is
transmitted either via the SN-DN or the SN-RN-DN route, one
by one. The next packet does not enter the system unless the
previous packet has been received by the DN. In other words,
the RN is only capable of storing one packet. Finally, the
"Buffer-aided OR" is our proposed scheme. The corresponding
results are based on our theoretical analysis relying on an
infinite buffer size. The X-coordinate represents the end-to-end
target throughput, while the Y-coordinate represents the energy
dissipation. Observe from Fig. 8 that the performance of both
the "Two-hop" and of the "Buffer-aided two-hop" schemes is
worse than that of the "Direct" scheme. The "Buffer-aided
OR" scheme performs best. The performance of conventional
opportunistic routing is worse than that of Buffer-aided OR,
but better than that of direct transmission. The reason for
this is because compared to direct transmission, conventional
OR has more potential routes while in contrast to the buffer-
aided OR scheme, conventional OR may only store a single
packet in the RN. For example, observe in Fig 8 that when
the system is operated at a normalized end-to-end throughput
of 0.4packet/TS, the end-to-end PED of "Buffer-aided OR"
was reduced by 88.2%, 77.6%, 32.3% and by 24.8%, when
compared to the "Two-hop", "Buffer-aided Two-hop", "Direct"
and to the "Conv. OR" transmission schemes, respectively.
Compared to the direct transmission scenario, the transmission
duration is halved in the "Two-hop" and "Buffer-aided two-
hop" scheme. In other words, the target throughput of each
hop has to be doubled. This is why those two schemes perform
worse. Compared to classic direct transmission, again, the
"Buffer-aided OR" scheme is capable of activating the best
of the three channels, hence it attains the best performance.
Furthermore, the reciprocal of the throughput is related to the
average delay, which also shows the advantages of the "Buffer-
aided OR" aided transmission scheme.

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of the packet delay, when
stipulating the same assumptions, as those for Fig. 5. The
theoretical results obtained from Section V are represented
by the solid lines, while the simulation results are represented
by the markers. It is clear from Fig. 9 that the probability of
direct transmission associated with B = 1 is relatively high.
As shown in Fig. 9, when the buffer size B increases, the
probability of direct transmission decays below that of buffer-
aided OR.
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Fig. 9. The distribution of the packet delay evaluated from Section V, when
the RN is at the position of (400, 400). The buffer size ranges from 1 to 32.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, we have proposed and investigated
a new routing scheme, which we referred to as the BOR
regime that was capable of combining the advantages of
buffer-aided transmissions with the benefits of opportunistic
routing. Additionally, a specific MAC layer protocol was
designed for supporting the proposed BOR. Moreover, a three-
dimensional channel space partitioning method was proposed
and discussed. Finally, the normalized energy dissipation, the
outage probability and the distribution of the delay have been
analyzed and a range of formulas have been obtained, when
assuming that the packets can be correctly received provided
that the received SNR was in excess of a certain thresh-
old. All hops experienced Rayleigh fading. Our analysis and
performance results showed that exploiting the BOR scheme
results in a significant reduction of the energy dissipation. The
results also show that the theoretical energy dissipation and the
outage probability bound can be approached by employing a
sufficiently large buffer at the RN. Our future research will
consider the benefits of channel space partitioning in multi-
hop links.

APPENDIX

A. B3NN MAC Protocol

Again, we assume that every node has the global channel
quality knowledge and the BF knowledge of the RNs. This
facilitates the decisions as to which of the nodes is allowed to
transmit. In practice, however, it is a challenge to realize this
idealized assumption. Therefore, we have to design protocols
for efficiently exchanging the related information, so that the
specific hop requiring the least ‘resources’ is activated.

In a new TS, we assume that none of the nodes has any
channel quality knowledge or non-local BF knowledge. The
operations have three stages. 1) The channel quality of the
adjacent nodes is measured first. 2) Then the RN obtain
the channel quality of the SN-DN channel. 3) Finally, the
RN broadcasts its decision. To elaborate a little further, the
operations associated with the above-mentioned three stages
are described as follows.

Stage 1 - Channel State Identification: This stage requires
three symbol durations in which the SN, RN and DN broadcast
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their pilot signals. Upon receiving the pilot signal, the receiver
node estimates the corresponding channel quality.

Stage 2 - Disseminate the Remaining Channel Quality
Information: Following Stage 1, every node becomes aware
of the channel qualities of the pair of links connected to itself.
For example, the SN is informed of the SN-RN and SN-
DN link qualities. However, the RN also needs the channel
quality of the SN-DN link for deciding upon which of the
channels will be activated. In order to satisfy this requirement,
this stage needs another symbol duration. Accordingly, in the
4th symbol duration, the SN broadcasts γSD

hSR
. Hence, the RN

receives γSD
hSR

hSR = γSD.
Stage 3 - The decision carried out by the RN: Following

Stage 1 and Stage 2, the RN becomes aware of all the channel
quality and BF knowledge. Based on this knowledge, the
RN decides which particular channel will be activated and
broadcasts this decision to the SN and DN. This step requires
two more symbol durations.

Following these three stages, the communications may be
established. We now formulate a procedure to be applied at the
RN and discussed it in the context of our idealized simplifying
assumptions.

B. Determination of PSD{SD RD} and PRD{SD RD}

The related formulas of PSD{SD RD} and PRD{SD RD} are
similar to those of PSD{SD SR} and PSR{SD SR}, which are
derived by replacing RD by SR, yielding:

γSD{RD SD} =f{RD−>SD}(γRD{RD SD}) (51)

=
γThd

α
SDκ

−Effeκ+ ĒSRκ+ γThd
α
RDN

γRD{RD SD}

. (52)

The domain of definition for γRD{RD SD} is
(γminRD{RD SD}, γ

max
RD{RD SD}), yielding

γminRD{RD SD} = max{γoutRD, f
−1
{RD−>SD}(γ

out
SD)} (53)

γmaxRD{RD SD} =

{
γThd

α
RDN

Effeκ−ĒSRκ
, Effe > ĒSR

∞, otherwise.
(54)

The activation probability PRD{RD SD} of the RD link asso-
ciated with γRD{RD SD}. PRD{RD SD} is expressed as

PRD{RD SD}

=(1− e−γoutSR )
∫ γmaxRD{RD SD}

γmin
RD{RD SD}

F1(γRD{RD SD})e−γRD{RD SD}

×
∫ f{RD−>SD}(γRD{RD SD})

γoutSD

e−γSD{RD SD}

× dγSD{RD SD}dγRD{RD SD}

+ (1− e−γoutSR )e−γ
out
SD

∫ ∞
γmax
RD{RD SD}

F1(γRD{RD SD})

× e−γRD{RD SD}dγRD{RD SD}, (55)

where we have:

γRD{RD SD} =f{SD−>RD}(γSD{RD SD}) (56)

=
γThd

α
RDκ

Effeκ− ĒSRκ+ γThd
α
SDN

γSD{RD SD}

. (57)

The domain of definition for γSD{RD SD} is
(γminSD{RD SD}, γ

max
SD{RD SD}), yielding

γminSD{RD SD} = max{γoutSD , f
−1
{SD−>RD}(γ

out
RD)} (58)

γmaxSD{RD SD} =

{
γThd

α
SDN

−Effeκ+ĒSRκ
, Effe < ĒSR

∞, otherwise.
(59)

The activation probability PSD{RD SD} of the SD link asso-
ciated with γSD{RD SD}, is formulated as:

PSD{RD SD}

=(1− e−γoutSR )
∫ γmaxSD{RD SD}

γmin
SD{RD SD}

F1(γSD{RD SD})e−γSD{RD SD}

×
∫ f{SD−>RD}(γSD{RD SD})

γoutRD

e−γRD{RD SD}

× dγRD{RD SD}dγSD{RD SD}

+ (1− e−γoutSR )e−γ
out
RD

∫ ∞
γmax
SD{RD SD}

F1(γSD{RD SD})

× e−γSD{RD SD}dγSD{RD SD}. (60)

C. Derivation of PSR{SR RD} and PRD{SR RD}

Again, the process is the same as before. Note that value
of the Effe is doubled, when changing the region from SR
to RD, provided that we have PSR{SR RD} > PRD{SR RD},
because the assumption without loss of generality in that we
have dSR < dRD. This yields:

γSR{RD SR} =f{RD−>SR}(γRD{RD SR}) (61)

=
γThd

α
SRκ

−2Effeκ+ (ĒSR − ĒRD)κ+ γThd
α
RDN

γRD{RD SR}

.

(62)

The domain of definition for γRD{RD SR} is
(γminRD{RD SR}, γ

max
RD{RD SR}), yielding

γminRD{RD SR} = max{γoutRD, f
−1
{RD−>SR}(γ

out
SR )} (63)

γmaxRD{RD SR} =

{
γThd

α
RDN

2Effeκ−(ĒSR−ĒRD)κ
, 2Effe > (ĒSR − ĒRD)

∞, otherwise.
(64)

The activation probability PRD{RD SR} of the RD link asso-
ciated with γRD{RD SR} is formulated as:

PRD{RD SR}

=(1− e−γoutSD )
∫ γmaxRD{RD SR}

γmin
RD{RD SR}

F1(γRD{RD SR})e−γRD{RD SR}

×
∫ f{RD−>SR}(γRD{RD SR})

γoutSR

e−γSR{RD SR}

× dγSR{RD SR}dγRD{RD SR}

+ (1− e−γoutSD )e−γ
out
SR

∫ ∞
γmax
RD{RD SR}

F1(γRD{RD SR})

× e−γRD{RD SR}dγRD{RD SR}, (65)
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where

γRD{RD SR} =f{SR−>RD}(γSR{RD SR}) (66)

=
γThd

α
RDκ

2Effeκ+ (ĒRD − ĒSR)κ+ γThd
α
SDN

γSR{RD SR}

.

(67)

The domain of definition for γSR{RD SR} is
(γminSR{RD SR}, γ

max
SR{RD SR}), yielding

γminSR{RD SR} = max{γoutSR , f
−1
{SR−>RD}(γ

out
RD)} (68)

γmaxSR{RD SR} =

{
γThd

α
RDN

−2Effeκ+(ĒSR−ĒRD)κ
, 2Effe < (ĒSR − ĒRD)

∞, otherwise.
(69)

The activation probability PRD{RD SR} of the RD link asso-
ciated with γRD{RD SR} is given by:

PRD{RD SR}

=(1− e−γoutSD )
∫ γmaxSR{RD SR}

γmin
SR{RD SR}

F1(γSR{RD SR})e−γSR{RD SR}

×
∫ f{SR−>RD}(γSR{RD SR})

γoutRD

e−γRD{RD SR}

× dγRD{RD SR}dγSR{RD SR}

+ (1− e−γoutSD )e−γ
out
RD

∫ ∞
γmax
SR{RD SR}

F1(γSR{RD SR})

× e−γSR{RD SR}dγSR{RD SR}. (70)

D. Derivation of PSD{SD SR RD}, PSR{SD SR RD} and
PRD{SD SR RD}

The activation decisions of three channels are more complex
than those of two channels, where the latter is associated
with the region PKTI of Fig. 3. The calculation of the three-
channel system’s activation probability relies on our previous
results, such as the previous γmax and γmin results. Based
on the specific parameters of (Effe, ĒSR, ĒRD), it can be
decided whether γmaxSR{SR RD} or γmaxSR{SR SD} is higher. Let
us assume that we have γmaxSR{SR RD} < γmaxSR{SR SD}. Hence

the activation probability of the SR hop is formulated as:

PSR{SR SD RD}

=
∫ max{γmaxSR{SR RD},γ

min
SR{SR RD},γ

min
SR{SR SD}}

max{γoutSR ,γ
min
SR{SR RD},γ

min
SR{SR SD}}

×F1(γSD{SR SD RD})e−γSR{SR SD RD}

×
∫ f{SR−>RD}(γSR{SR SD RD})

γoutRD

e−γRD{SR SD RD}

×
∫ f{SR−>SD}(γSR{SR SD RD})

γoutSD

e−γSD{SR SD RD}

× dγSD{SR SD RD}dγRD{SR SD RD}dγSR{SR SD RD}

+ e−γ
out
RD

∫ max{γoutSR ,γ
max
SR{SR RD}}

max{γoutSR ,γ
max
SR{SR SD},γ

min
SR{SR SD}}

×F1(γSD{SR SD RD})e−γSR{SR SD RD}

×
∫ f{SR−>SD}(γSR{SR SD RD})

γoutSD

e−γSD{SR SD RD}

× dγSD{SR SD RD}dγSR{SR SD RD}

+ e−γ
out
RDe−γ

out
SD

∫ ∞
max{γoutSR ,γ

max
SR{SR RD}}

×F1(γSD{SR SD RD})e−γSR{SR SD RD}

dγSR{SR SD RD}. (71)

The relevant formulas may also be readily derived for
γmaxSR{SR RD} > γmaxSR{SR SD}. Based on the same process,
we may formulate the equations of PRD{SR SD RD} and
PSD{SR SD RD}, yielding:

PRD{SR SD RD}

=
∫ max{γoutRD ,γ

max
RD{SR SD},γ

min
RD{RD SD}}

max{γoutRD ,γ
min
RD{SR RD},γ

min
RD{RD SD}}

×F1(γRD{SR SD RD})e−γRD{SR SD RD}

×
∫ f{RD−>SD}(γRD{SR SD RD})

γoutSD

e−γSD{SR SD RD}

×
∫ f{RD−>SR}(γRD{SR SD RD})

γoutSR

e−γSR{SR SD RD}

× dγSR{SR SD RD}dγSD{SR SD RD}dγRD{SR SD RD}

+ e−γ
out
SR

∫ max{γoutRD ,γ
max
RD{SR RD},γ

max
RD{SD RD}}

max{γoutRD ,γ
max
RD{SR SD},γ

min
RD{RD SD}}

×F1(γRD{SR SD RD})e−γRD{SR SD RD}

×
∫ f{RD−>SD}(γRD{SR SD RD})

γoutSD

e−γSD{SR SD RD}

× dγSD{SR SD RD}dγRD{SR SD RD}

+ e−γ
out
SD e−γ

out
SR

∫ ∞
max{γoutRD ,γ

max
RD{SR RD},γ

max
RD{SD RD}}

×F1(γRD{SR SD RD})e−γRD{SR SD RD}

dγRD{SR SD RD}. (72)
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PSD{SR SD RD}

=
∫ max{γoutSD ,γ

max
SD{SR SD},γ

min
SD{SD RD}}

max{γoutSD ,γ
min
SD{SD RD},γ

min
SD{SD SR}}

×F1(γSD{SR SD RD})e−γSD{SR SD RD}

×
∫ f{SD−>RD}(γSD{SR SD RD})

γoutRD

e−γRD{SR SD RD}

×
∫ f{SD−>SR}(γSD{SR SD RD})

γoutSR

e−γSR{SR SD RD}

× dγSR{SR SD RD}dγRD{SR SD RD}dγSD{SR SD RD}

+ e−γ
out
SR

∫ max{γoutSD ,γ
max
SD{SD RD}}

max{γoutSD ,γ
max
SD{SR SD},γ

min
SD{SD RD}}

×F1(γSD{SR SD RD})e−γSD{SR SD RD}

×
∫ f{SD−>RD}(γSD{SR SD RD})

γoutRD

e−γRD{SR SD RD}

× dγRD{SR SD RD}dγSD{SR SD RD}

+ e−γ
out
RDe−γ

out
SR

∫ ∞
max{γoutSD ,γ

max
SD{SD RD}}

×F1(γSD{SR SD RD})e−γSD{SR SD RD}

dγSD{SR SD RD}, (73)

where we assumed that γmaxSD{SD SR} < γmaxSD{SD RD}.
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